Basic functions

- Only with high-pressure water jet to remove the chip/burr after processing
  - Before washing
  - Before deburring
  - Before desanding
  - After

Be good at washing complex workpieces, with automatic tool change system
Patented (China, Japan)

- Twin Nozzles
- Washing flawless, Controlled by CNC5-axis

The latest functions

- Mighty Nozzle
  - In patent applications (China)
  - 3 in 1
  - High efficiency
  - Nozzle changing. Speed flex turnover within 0.5’s

- Speed flex Nozzle
  - In patent applications (China)
  - Speed flex nozzle turn over system
  - Surface nozzle
  - Speed flex nozzle

ABS body
Master Cylinder
Power steering pump
Hydraulic valve
Crank shaft
Valve body
Cylinder head

Smart pressure control system
System standard configuration
Can easily set the parts & pressure
Of the workpieces which want to be washed

- Water Jet guarantee system (option)
  - In patent applications (China)
  - Not only can automatically determine high-pressure which be jetted actually,
    while also check that positions of 5-axis